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As heard on The Sean Hannity Radio Present!security bible” Gilliam brings his unique
professional perspective to teach you the art of awareness and strike avoidance by posting
unconventional warfare techniques and how to think like an attacker.Fight back, because we
are sheep forget about!your own expert at protecting your daily life.This personal security and
safety book comes armed to one's teeth with empowering techniques so that you can be  the list
goes on. Weekly, there are main threats, mass killings, terrorist attacks and even weather-related
disasters—  And this increasingly dangerous globe includes more violent and deadly threats that
are particularly targeting everyday civilians. You. Where,  Ex - US Navy SEAL and FBI Particular
Agent Jonathan T. that links the leading expert on personal security with civilians. For the first
time, you can make educated predictions utilizing the brand-new key queries of “Who,  End the
guessing game of security and safety by following the techniques inside  This is actually the
definitive “When, and  Nobody really expects violent circumstances to happen— Think as an
attacker in order to build better defenses.s perspective. Your life may depend onto
it.How”however they do, and usually without progress warning or your control.Why, Sheep
FORGET ABOUT. from the attacker’ 
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Everyone should go through this book to get a little different perspective on the way they look in
their surrounding world. Sheep No More will leave you Afraid FORGET ABOUT!.vulnerable for
contact with violence. As a former police officer I under no circumstances thought like I have
now been trained to. As an individual female in a world that is unpredictable every day this book
has given me a lot more insight on how best to be more alert to my surroundings. I now have
three grandchildren that I'll use these techniques in real life to keep my children safe. Excellent
book.I spoke to Jonathan at one point because I enjoy run outside on a trail close to where I live.
I had told him of all episodes on females jogging of this type and was starting to get a little
anxious about running. He offered me advice on transporting mace and how to be aware of my
surroundings and what to consider. I remember his first words if you ask me when I informed
him of the attacks, he said end up like a "Badger" if anyone attempts to assault you. I will be that
Badger if I need to be!!I'll take away many areas of this book and incorporate this into my each
day routine.Many thanks Jonathan for not only writing this book but for all your outstanding
support you have given to our Country... As a concealed carry instructor I will incorporate that
which was learned here into my concealed carry classes.Sincerely, Dianna Griffin How to better
prevent being truly a victim, and/or survive an strike by analyzing your critical areas In order to
be self-aware of critical areas safely, not merely for yourself, for your friends, and for your family,
buy this practical, common-sense publication NOW. Mr. Not merely read and talk about this
informative reserve (I myself have bought 8 copies to get to friends and family) but also view and
talk about in the dialogue with Jonathan T Gilliam on his social media show PROFESSIONALS for
continuing knowledge of the globe we live in. Immediately after this strike I acquired flown into
this airport. One of the many good examples provided in the book included the assault that
occurred at the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport on January 6, 2017. After what
happened to my dental hygienist at the Jason Aldean concert in NEVADA, I bought many copies
and donated someone to the local library, Victim's Providers, etc. Hannity. hysteria ensued during
the shooting. I believe like an attacker today and feel a lot more safe in my own surroundings,
some of such as; As a survivor of violent crime, I wish this reserve have been printed years ago.
Think as an attacker without having to be an attacker! When reading or hearing in the news
headlines there has been a terrorist assault or when finding out your neighbor, a member of
family, a friend or anyone has been robbed, raped, kidnapped, assaulted or murdered maybe you
have put yourself in the victims place and wondered what would I've done to safeguard myself,
what may i have done to keep myself from being harmed, what may i have done to safeguard my
girl, my son, my wife. Perform you blindly walk about without observing your surroundings? It's
up to each of us to keep us safe. Do you neglect that law enforcement can protect you from the
bad guys? Do you plan a technique of escape when buying at a mall, eating at a cafe, sitting in a
cinema or just relaxing at home in the possibility you're the object of an attacker?I'll be buying for
my Sisters and close friends. ... my book yesterday and already half method through and love it.
I'm going to be buying for my Sisters and .. Very informative I would suggest this book to
teenagers going off to school or just moving out on their own and definitely for anybody going
into police! I got my book yesterday and already half way through and love it. Reading this
publication will heighten your recognition and show you through what you should do to protect
yourself and your family from those that want to do you harm and may save you as well as your
family members life. This book teaches you how a predator thinks and that means you know how
better to protect yourself. Awareness is key and this reserve lays out easy outlines for your daily
life! I worked well within the Forensic Technology Realm for over thirteen years and had the
pleasure to utilize all areas of police from Government to State and Local but never was given



such insight that is written in this book. This book was readable and provided insight into
consciousness and ways to keep your family secure. I preordered this reserve and couldn't wait
to read it. Share, Share, Share!Reading this book, thinking like an attacker and taking the steps to
remain safe seems so much simpler now.! Sheep No More will leave you Scared FORGET ABOUT!
Share, Share, Share!!!! This book is crucial READ for all those to become survivors in today’s
globe! After scanning this book I acquired busy building my 'Focus on Package' and wrote my
reserve rewant to build your 'Target Package' once you examine this easy read book. Everyone
will become empowered! IF EVERYONE READ THIS BOOK: THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN better
Ready. airports, travel, music and sport venues, house, in the streets, purchasing, concert halls
and on and on. His wealth of expertise and knowledge bottom, is huge and timely. He bullets
highlights of huge importance, and illustrates fundamentals to surviving an assault, with actual,
real-world case scenarios, all spoken in a friendly tone of voice as if your best friend or favorite
relative was providing you advice. After securely arriving, I was afraid to pickup my luggage from
the claim area. As described and trained in this book, in the event that you had been thinking like
an attacker you would have the awareness of how exactly to defend yourself and more likely a
survivor of the attack or any various other attacks anywhere. Thank You Jonathan T Gilliam for
getting this book with the abilities and consciousness to all folks, for your support to our country
and for your continuing service to our nation. Gilliam offers included worksheets to tag off
vulnerable areas in all respects of your life: work, home, leisure, travel.. Be aware. Great good
sense information. Mind Expanding A must read for survival advancement. Invaluable
Information! you are greatly appreciated.Thank you Jonathan for all the amazing insight you
have put in this book. Gilliam is right on target! One point I did not really expect was to come to
the realization of how vulnerable we are each day and how ineffectual other people who we rely
on to maintain us secure are. Do you neglect that because you're in a guaranteed location that
you and your family are safe? good book fast read A genuine life perspective This book was
suggested by Sean., after hearing how most at the concert froze, after that mass panic & A
crucial go through for today! I recommend it to anyone who understands that we are all. I finally
received it and it only got me a day and a half to learn every word. LOVE IT! I must say i believe
just reading this book will make you safer. I travel for function and though it would be a good
read. Great book!Many thanks Jonathan for all the fantastic insight you have devote this book I
have just known Jonathan for a short while but he has often given me sound tips and
encouragement. A must read. Very informative and vision opening.
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